Stamp 51

- Colored spot under the lower left corner. Colored spot by the turret.
- Notch in the underside of the crossbar of the A in TA. No ray by the turret. For some printings, gap in the white frame line over the N’s right leg.

Stamp 52

- Notch in the lower left corner. No ray by the turret.
- Longer lower left inner white frame line. Notch in the right frame opposite the eighth spiral. No ray by the turret.
Stamp 53

- Slanted white line behind the right branch. No ray by the turret. \[The white areas are flaws in the image from the original book, no on the actual stamp].

- Notch in the left side of the O in SKO. No ray by the turret.

Stamp 54

- Colored bump on the lower frame under the numeral 2. No ray by the turret.

- Colored spot under the left leg of the M in MUCHA. Colored spot by the turret.
Stamp 55

- White spot on the upper left of the O in SKO. Colored spot by the turret.
- Colored spot in the middle of the Č. Ray by the turret.

Stamp 56

- Pointed lower left corner. Vertical colored line alongside the lower right corner. Ray by the turret.
- Longer lower left inner white frame line. Colored spot in the left margin under the second hacek. Colored spot by the lower right corner. Ray by the turret.
Stamp 57

- Colored spot by the upper right corner. Three colored spots in the right margin opposite the seventh spiral. Colored spots on the lower frame under the numeral 5. Ray by the turret.

- Ray by the turret.

Stamp 58

- Pointed lower right corner. Colored spot by the turret.

- Thicker bottom on the upper part of the left inner white frame line. Colored spot by the turret.
Stamp 59

- White spot on the first hacek. Colored spot by the upper right corner, below that spot a vertical dotted line. Colored spot by the turret.

- Type I fourth spiral. Dotted vertical line runs downward in the right margin from the upper corner.

Stamp 60

- Notch in the upper frame over the T. No ray by the turret.

- Colored spot by the turret.
Stamp 61

- White splotch on the top of the S in SLO. The right inner white frame line thickens to the left of the third hacek. The bottom of the connector between the third and fourth hacek thickens. No ray by the turret.

- Colored spot at the base of the right branch. No ray by the turret. For some printings, broken colored line in the left margin from the upper corner to the second hacek.

Stamp 62

- Broken colored line in the right margin opposite the seventh and eighth spirals. No ray by the turret.

- Longer lower left inner white frame line. Colored spot by the turret.
Stamp 63

- Longer lower left inner white frame line. The top of the E in ČE touches the white frame line. Colored bump on the lower frame under the right dove. Colored spot by the turret.

- The top of the E in ČE touches the white frame line. Ray by the turret.

Stamp 64

- Colored spot after MUCHA. No ray by the turret.

- Longer lower left inner white frame line. Second spiral joined to the left white frame line. Notch from the left side of the V and from the lower left side of the E in VEN. No ray by the turret.
Stamp 65

- Long legs on the M and an underlined A in MUCHA. Pointed lower right corner. Ray by the turret.

- Colored spot in the P’s loop. Ray by the turret.

Stamp 66

- Ray by the turret. For some printings, smear on the right leaves.

- Ray by the turret.
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Stamp 67

• Colored spot in the lower margin under the first heart. Colored spot by the turret. For some printings, smear on the Š.

• Colored bump on the upper frame over the seventh spiral and on the top of the numeral 5's crossbar. Two colored bumps on the right frame under the third hacek. Colored spot by the turret. For some printings, smear on the seventh spiral.

Stamp 68

• Longer lower left inner white frame line. Two colored spots by the turret. For some printings, smear between the right branch and SKÁ.

• Notch on the inside of the lower loop of the Š. Ray by the turret.
Stamp 69

- Pointed lower left corner. Ray by the turret.
- Pointed lower left corner. Colored spot in the upper margin over the T’s right arm. Notch in the right frame opposite the dove. Ray by the turret.

Stamp 70

- Bump on the Š to the lower left of the hacek. Colored spot by the turret.
- Bump on the Š to the lower left of the hacek. Ray by the turret.
Stamp 71

- Oblong horizontal exclamation mark follows MUCHA. White splotch behind the right dove’s head. Notch on the outer edge of the oval over the numeral 2. No ray by the turret.

- Flattened upper right corner. Line bends from the lower left corner toward MUCHA (not always clearly defined). No ray by the turret.

Stamp 72

- Longer lower left inner white frame line. White mark across the second heart continues to cross the numerals 2 and 5. No ray by the turret.

- Colored bump on the left frame opposite the fourth spiral. Downward projection from the lower right corner. White line under the connection between the fourth and fifth spirals. No ray by the turret.
Stamp 73

- Longer left leg on the M in MUCHA. Pointed lower right corner. Longer lower left inner white frame line. White bump on the Š. Colored spot by the turret.

- Thinner lower loop on the Š. Colored spot in the right branch. No ray by the turret.

Stamp 74

- Longer lower left inner white frame line. Colored splotch under the lower left corner. Longer right leg on the A in MUCHA. Ray by the turret. For some printings, smear on the tenth spiral.
Stamp 75

- Longer lower left inner white frame line. Colored spot under the lower left corner. MU in MUCHA underlined. No ray by the turret.

- Notch in the right frame opposite the fourth hacek and in the lower frame under the numeral 5. Colored spot by the turret.

Stamp 76

- Colored spot opposite the tip of the lower left corner. Broken line in the lower margin parallel to the frame. Ray by the turret.

- Bump on the left frame opposite the second hacek. White spot to the upper right of the fifth spiral. Colored spot and ray by the turret.
Stamp 77

- Colored spot by the lower right corner. Underlined MUC in MUCHA. Colored spot by the turret.

- Colored spot in the right margin under the eighth spiral. Underlined UC in MUCHA. Colored spot in the lower margin under the numeral 2 (sometimes under the numeral 5 as well). Ray by the turret.

Stamp 78

- Longer lower left inner white frame line. Two colored spot, one over the other, by the turret.

- Frame damaged over the fourth spiral. Colored spot by the right frame opposite the eighth spiral. Colored spot in the T’s left arm. Ray by the turret.
Stamp 79

• Colored spot by the turret.

• Colored spot on the upper frame over the fourth spiral and in front of the P. Ray by the turret.

Stamp 80

• Blunt lower right corner. Gap in the right side of the second heart. Colored spot by the turret.

• Type II (h) closed fourth spiral.¹ Notch in the upper frame over the fifth spiral. Colored spot over the roof. Notch in the lower right of the O in PO. Ray by the turret.

¹Types of spiral closure are described in the Monografie.
Stamp 81

- Longer lower left inner white frame line. Right frame thins under the upper corner. Colored spot under the U of MUCHA. Two colored spots in the lower margin under the oval. Ray by the turret.

- Notch in the middle of the left frame. No ray by the turret. For some printings, smear in front of the fourth heart.

Stamp 82

- White spot under the first hacek. Colored spot under the lower left corner. Longer lower left inner white frame line. Wedge shaped ray by the turret.

- White spot in the first spiral. Ray by the turret.
Stamp 83

- Type 2 (h) fourth spiral. Longer lower left inner white frame line. White bump on the top of the left leg of the K in SKO. Pointed lower right corner. Ray by the turret.

- Notch in the upper frame over the P. White spot on the left wavy line opposite the second hacek. Rau by the turret. **For some printings, white splotch to the lower left of the oval.**

Stamp 84

- Type II (h) fourth spiral. Ray by the turret.

- Notch on the upper right of the vertical leg of the K in SKO. Ray by the turret. **For some printings, gap in the upper loop of the Š.**
Stamp 85

- Two colored spots under the lower right corner. Ray by the turret.
- White bump on the white frame line over the sixth spiral. Notch in the upper loop of the P.

Stamp 86

- Longer lower left inner white frame line. White splotch on the sixth spiral. White spot under the connector between the sixth and seventh spirals. Ray by the turret.
- Right part of the hacek missing in the Š. Colored spot by the lower right corner. No ray by the turret.
Stamp 87

- Type II (h) fourth spiral. White spot on the white frame line over the N. Ray by the turret.
- White line on the inner white frame line opposite the eighth spiral. Bump on the right side of the upper right leg of the N. Ray by the turret.

Stamp 88

- Type II (h) fourth spiral. White bump on the right side of the Č. Two colored spots in the lower margin under the value tablet. Colored spot by the turret.
- Colored bump on the upper frame over the seventh spiral. Left leg of the M in MUCHA cut off. Ray by the turret.
Stamp 89

- Type II (h) fourth spiral. Two colored spots in front of the M in MUCHA. Colored spot by the upper left corner. Two colored spots by the turret.

- Notch in the right frame opposite the fourth hacek. Colored bump on the oval in front of the numeral 2. Ray and colored spot by the turret. **For some printings, colored line in the upper margin over the ŠT.**

Stamp 90

- Colored line, sometimes broken, in front of the M in MUCHA. No ray by the turret.

- Type II (h) fourth spiral. Colored spot in the left arm of the T. No ray by the turret.
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Stamp 91

- Left frame thins between the first and second spirals. Underlined CH in MUCHA. Ray by the turret.

- Left frame thinner in its lower part. Underlined CH in MUCHA. Colored spot by the turret.

Stamp 92

- Type II (h) fourth spiral. White spot in the bottom of the numeral 2. The inside of the P’s loop is deformed. No ray by the turret.

- Right frame thins opposite the ninth spiral. No ray by the turret.
Stamp 93

- Upper left corner points upward. No ray by the turret.
- Upper left corner points upward. White bump on the inside of the P’s loop. No ray by the turret.

Stamp 94

- Notch in the left frame between the first and second spirals. No ray by the turret.
- Colored spot in the left branch. No ray by the turret.
Stamp 95

- Two colored spots on a slant over the fifth tower. Two bumps on the top of the O in SKO. The top of the S in SKÁ touches the white frame line. No ray by the turret.

- Gap in the lower right side of the oval. The top of the S in SKÁ touches the white frame line. No ray by the tower.

Stamp 96

- Colored spot behind MUCHA and in the lower margin under the right dove’s foot. The lower left part of the inner frame line touches the lower left part of the white arch next to the base of the tree. Colored spot by the turret.

- Gap in the white frame line over the hyphen. Bump on the right frame opposite the eighth spiral. Ray by the turret. For some printings, Colored spot in the value tablet in front of the numeral 2.
Stamp 97

- Upper frame damaged over the seventh spiral. Colored spot by the upper right corner. Colored spot by the turret.
- The inner middle of the right frame is bumpy. No ray by the turret.

Stamp 98

- Colored spot by the upper left corner and in the right margin over the ninth spiral. Broken ray by the turret.
- Colored spot in the value tablet to the lower right of the numeral 5. Colored spot in the right margin opposite the ninth spiral. Colored bump on the left frame opposite the first spiral. Colored spot by the turret.
Stamp 99

- White spot behind the right dove’s tail. No ray by the turret.
- White spot next to the right dove’s tail. Colored spot in the upper left part of the O in PO. No ray by the turret.

Stamp 100

- Type II (h) fourth spiral. Thicker top on the right frame. No ray by the turret.
- Lower frame damaged in front of the fourth heart. No ray by the turret.